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Meta-Desk Meta-Desk, also known as the "Meta-Desk Free" and the "Meta-Desk Review", is a
program for PC users that allows them to synchronize a personal copy of their desktop with a third-
party host program. Meta-Desk also allows users to stream music across their computer's network to
a portable device, or both. Meta-Desk is written in Java using the Swing toolkit, and is free software
released under the GNU General Public License. It is aimed at advanced users and may be
unfamiliar to those who are not familiar with the Unix-like operating system used by the version of
Java that Meta-Desk requires. The software has been downloaded around the world and has
accumulated over 2.1 million user installations, at the time of writing. Approach The Meta-Desk
interface displays "Your Desks" and "Your My Desks", allowing users to view the synchronized
desktops of other users. Both of these display the desktops as a series of windows connected to one
another, where the most recent desktop is displayed in the leftmost window, with the oldest being
displayed in the rightmost window. To synchronize, the user has the ability to either do a manual
synchronization or a real-time, near-instantaneous synchronization (known as syncing). A manual
synchronization is performed by the user, typically after logging on to a specific account, manually
defining which desktops they wish to synchronize with. Near-instantaneous synchronizations are
made using real-time data streaming which copies the current desktop to the relevant third-party
host program. Interface The Meta-Desk interface is aimed at users who want a desktop environment
that is both highly customizable and easy to use. Meta-Desk does not use any windows that would
obscure the view of the desktop, nor does it have any menus, for example. Rather, the appearance of
the interface is simplified and based on a tabbed interface. The user interface on Meta-Desk is based
on JFrame components and the Toolkit class. The JFrame structure is used to control the appearance
and layout of the windows that compose the interface. The Toolkit class is used to control the
functionality of the application. Host programs Meta-Desk uses two types of host programs: Desktop
Sharing and Content Sharing. Desktop Sharing allows a user to view and use other people's
desktops. This allows the user to see their own 79a2804d6b
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